HUNGARIAN FESTIVAL
Garden State Arts Center
Saturday, September 11, 1976
PLAZA FESTIVITIES AND EXHIBITS AT 11:30 A.M.
FORMAL PROGRAM ON STAGE AT 3:00 P.M.

ALSO PERFORMING --
IBOLYA NEMES, popular soloist, winner of the 1972 Puccini contest.
KODALY CHORUS OF NEW JERSEY,
under the direction of Andrew Hamza, this mixed choir of 60 voices made its debut at the first Hungarian Festival.
HUNGARIAN SCOUTS FOLK DANCE ENSEMBLE,
outstanding New Jersey Dances.
BARTOK YOUTH CHORUS,
young New Jersey vocal group specializing in Hungarian music.

EVA SZORENYI
Star of motion pictures and stage. Frequently appears in tours on several continents.

HUNGARIA FOLK DANCE ENSEMBLE
An outstanding ensemble founded in 1962. Students and young professional people make up the ensemble.

CHUBAK-KARA-NEMETH RADIO ORCHESTRA
For over 50 years the metropolitan area's masters of Hungarian music and entertainment. Remembered for their radio broadcasts of Hungarian music.

FESTIVITIES AND EXHIBITS STARTING AT 11:30 A.M.
BICENTENNIAL EXHIBIT
FOLK ART WORKSHOP
SPORT EVENTS
HUNGARIAN FOODS AND REFRESHMENTS
PARADE

Picnic facilities and Hungarian refreshments available.

IMRE PALLO
Conductor of the New York City Opera and the Hudson Valley Philharmonic.

KAROLY SCHMIDT
Popular baritone of European and American stage. Former member of the Budapest State Opera.

HUDSON VALLEY PHILHARMONIC
Presented more than two hundred musical events in 1975 including three appearances at Carnegie Hall.

FOR TICKETS OR INFORMATION CONTACT
HUNGARIAN FESTIVAL TICKET CHAIRMAN
PRISCILLA HUNYADY
50 WASHINGTON AVE.
COLONIA, N.J. 07067
201-381-6413 or 442-8600, ext. 222
9:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M. WEEKDAYS